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It has been almost 10 years since the Facilicom Group, a large, family-owned, facility services provider 
based in the Netherlands, went into healthcare. This resulted in Incluzio, founded in 2014. This move 
happened to be a very successful diversification strategy for Facilicom. Jeroen van der Brugge, 
Organizational Development Director, is proud that this strategic initiative proved to be worth taking the 
risk of entering another- unrelated - market. Despite the initial negative press, Facilicom showed that the 
company’s DNA and capabilities are also a market-fit for healthcare, resulting in sustainable growth for 
that division and a positive contribution to the Group. Van der Brugge presumes that the critical success 
factors are related to fully understanding of needs, wants and pains of end-users. In the case of Incluzio this 
means a full understanding of people with health care issues (clients or patients).  
 
The European facility management market (FM) is worth almost a quarter of a trillion dollars today1; a 
huge market. But in spite of the significant revenue opportunities for outsourced FM, Van der Brugge 
knows that FM services are commoditizing across Europe and that organic growth is hard to find. He feels 
however, that the Incluzio case indicates that there are certain untapped opportunities for Facilicom leading 
to the creation of new business. 
 
It is Facilicom’s mission to “unburden” their business clients to make sure that they have more resources 
available to focus on their core business activities; the core service of a facility service provider. Van der 
Brugge feels that in order to further grow the business of Facilicom, this “unburdening” service needs to be 
extended and possibly capitalized upon. Looking at the Incluzio case, he concludes that an extra and special 
curiosity towards end-users is key to success. Not only the usual curiosity towards the needs of Facilicon’s 
business customers, but also a drive to deeper understand the customers of their business customers: the 
end-users. That is the critical extension, which is more than shared services; it is like co-business 
development. 
 
Van der Brugge’s ideas about further extension of the service have already been implemented. It has been 
quite common within the Facilicom organization to discuss and ask employees and customers (guests, 
clients etc.) about things such as the quality of cleaning and safety. This is now part of Facilicom’s business 
development DNA. In Facilicom’s product offering, it is common to take the needs and wants of these 
stakeholders into account.  
 

 
1 https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/02/19/1987186/0/en/Growth-Projections-for-European-Facility-
Management-Market-2020-to-2025-Current-Outlook-and-Transformational-Trends.html 
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One example is the education cleaning market. The Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences (RUAS) is 
one of Facilicom’s clients. Although Facilicom services are focused on cleaning the building, during the 
last years, there has been a visible trend towards relationship building with teachers and even with students. 
This is related to the vision of Facilicom: “Working together on an inspiring living environment for 
everyone”. Facilicom’s employees exhibit happiness and that it is a pleasure for them to be at work. This 
has a positive impact on the pleasure, satisfaction and performance of teachers and students. This way, the 
(unburdening) service provision of Facilicom creates additional value to the core business of the RUAS: 
the effective and efficient education of young professionals. Although Facilicom’s strength is to disentangle 
very complex processes, it is more than that; it is about improving the processes by increasing the wellbeing 
of all people involved. Employees who are feeling good about themselves feel more involved in the 
organization and perform better, which has an impact on clients.  
 
This is also why Incluzio turned out to be a success. Its founder and CEO, Peter de Visser, started with the 
deep understanding of the pain of clients and patients with a vision to make them happy with happy people. 
 
Would this concept, this way of looking to end-users in a market and penetrating it, be the untapped 
opportunity Van der Brugge is looking for? Which markets are waiting for Facilicom to penetrate, other 
than the facility market, healthcare, etc. and other than all the markets they are currently already in? With 
a smile on his face, Van der Brugge thinks about the press and its reaction: “After cleaning giant Facilicom 
penetrated the health care market, the Schiedam based-organization now has started on a new adventure… 
 
Incluzio has been a great success for Facilicom but Van der Brugge is not convinced that this Incluzio 
strategy is the good direction and the best way forward. He was asked to present his strategic plans to the 
Board of Directors next month. He does not feel uncomfortable with that idea… 
 
 
FACILICOM AND INCLUZIO IN THE PRESS JAN 2014 
Facilicom Services Group from Schiedam (2012 turnover: € 1.05 billion; 32,000 employees) will invest 
heavily in the care and welfare sector in the coming years2. This will include participating in health centers, 
transforming existing social employment services into social enterprises and initiatives into new 
neighborhood-oriented concepts and companies. The new division, Incluzio, will connect through joint 
ventures, participation and 'greenfield' activities, fragmented care and well-being in neighborhoods. With 
Incluzio, Facilicom is going to develop a second core activity that, albeit under the holding company, will 
be completely separate from the existing Facilicom cleaning, security, catering, construction, maintenance 
and personnel services divisions. The purpose of Facilicom is to create an extra growth perspective, to 
reduce the structural shrinkage in existing markets and thus to guarantee the continuity of the family 
business in the long term. Hans Gennissen, president of Facilicom explains, "Our current facility markets 
are experiencing structural contraction. That has caused the ever-increasing vacancies at offices. Our 
facility markets will therefore no longer grow and now offer too few investment opportunities and 
perspectives. Social entrepreneurship does offer that perspective.” The 3-4% return required internally by 
Facilicom fits well with the health and welfare sector. "Though financially we are not comparable to private 
equity parties that also invest in this market, we bring in our competences of business operations without 
affecting the autonomy of professionals in the field. Our model is focused on achieving a sustainable social 
results in collaboration with municipalities and existing service providers", said Gennissen. 
 
Incluzio supports initiatives in neighborhoods and districts by participating in health centers. Incluzio 
director Peter de Visser says, "Incluzio has the ambition to integrate prevention, care, support and services 
into one local organization. The integrated approach not only solves individual (healthcare) questions, but 

 
2 https://www.incluzio.nl/facilicom-investeert-met-nieuwe-divisie-incluzio-fors-in-zorg-en-welzijnsector 
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also other more collective problems in the neighborhood can be tackled and prevented immediately". 
According to De Visser, Incluzio responds to a trend of decentralization of tasks, from the central 
government to the municipalities. "The aim of that policy is to become more effective and efficient. This is 
necessary, because the government is heavily cutting municipal budgets. The transfer and decentralization 
of tasks, however, will not have much effect when the compartmentalization of activities is maintained. 
Through the integration of healthcare, services and the social domain we want to take the leap from the 
current, production-oriented working method towards working in a result-oriented manner. In that system, 
parties, unlike now, are rewarded for prevention and effective working and the social return achieved is 
paramount."  
 
Incluzio now participates with a 49 percent share in Radar Social Entrepreneurship, active in Amsterdam, 
among other places. At Radar Social Entrepreneurship, about 600 people with a SW3 indication are 
employed. Incluzio also has a partner, Crabbehoffelijk, in Dordrecht, who is active in neighborhood health 
and care. It is a company where unemployed people are working to improve the livability of the 
neighborhood. At the end of 2017, Incluzio is heading for an annual turnover of € 100 million. The long-
term ambition is to let the new division grow to a level that is equal to the level of the existing facility 
services (See Exhibit 2. 
 
 
FACILCOM HISTORY 
Facilicom immediately got off to a flying start4. The company was started on January 1, 1966 with only 
one customer, but this customer was immediately good for a turnover of just under 1 million euros. The 
foundation of Facilicom marked the end of price cartels in cleaning. Equally important was the 
groundbreaking vision of the company with respect to facility services. A vision that is still current today. 
Cartel formation was common in those days. Clients were, of course, bothered by that. Facilicom founder 
Johan Geurtz: “When a client entered the market to re-tender their cleaning needs, then other participants 
came with a slightly higher price than the existing cleaning company. So once you were the “house” cleaner 
of an organization, you could simply not lose that position". The Rotterdam “public works” department, 
however, found their “house” cleaner Cemsto too expensive and went therefore looking for another 
supplier, a solid company that was related to the cleaning industry. They ended up at Penning & Geurtz, a 
supplier of surface treatment products, a company that was already wholly owned by Geurtz. He saw great 
opportunities: "When a cartel is broken, there is a lot of room for growth”.  
 
It was early 1965. Penning & Geurtz was allowed to clean three large secondary schools for a year at a 
price significantly lower than Cemsto's. "If we would be able to deliver good quality, we were allowed to 
participate in a tender to clean twenty schools and thirty smaller municipality buildings. We accepted that 
challenge. We passed the test and were commissioned to deliver the cleaning services.” Penning & Geurtz 
was the only tender participant and was therefore not bound by secret price-fixing. “We were actually used 
by the municipality of Rotterdam to help to break the cartel. We have also lent ourselves for that. That was 
to the benefit of the municipality of Rotterdam because they got a better price. But it was also to our benefit, 
because the breaking of that cartel gave us the opportunity to acquire contracts across the country.” The 
contract was awarded in early December 1965. The 400 employees, equipped with small vans, went on 
January 2, 1966 to the schools to do a big Christmas holiday cleaning.  
 
Another company was also founded: G .O. M  (Buildings Maintenance Company). Geurtz: “When you start 
something like this, you have to have a vision. In addition to regular cleaning maintenance, we also focused 
on technical maintenance, hence the name. Of course, such an integrated vision cannot be immediately 

 
3 Sheltered Employment Program for people with a disability 
4 https://facilitaironline.nl/artikel/50-jaar-facilicom 
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realized; it slowly developed. But we kept focused on this integration”. He did not think that he was far 
ahead of his time: "It made sense, and everyone could come up with the idea that support services should 
not be part of a company's actual core business. Geurtz’ customers should focus on their actual business 
and not on matters such as cleaning, catering, security and maintenance”. That realization, however, came 
slowly: if Geurtz had talked about a “facility approach” in 1966, clients would not have understood him. 
 
In 1974, eight years after GOM was founded, the company made the move to Belgium: PreNed, the 
predecessor of Trigion, was founded in 1979. In 1983, a number of large breweries knocked on the door 
because they had a need for a supplier who could clean their beer pipes. Yet another company was founded: 
Tapwacht (Tap watch). The first takeover took place in 1986, when the Rotterdam construction company 
Breijer was put up for sale. This was the best way to step into the building maintenance business. This all 
happened with Geurtz’ own money. "If you organize the business well, that should be possible. You can 
make money with any business in this industry. I remember very well that in the first year we immediately 
made a profit - although we had costs, and also had to orient ourselves on cleaning operations. We have 
never needed a bank. We have indeed always been fairly conservative in this, but we could allow ourselves 
to be conservative, so to speak.”  
 
In 2004 Geurtz passed on the baton to Hans Gennissen. Geurtz was already 75 years old at that time. 
However, he continued to be present in the office until he was 85, usually for only a few hours each morning. 
"I was in good shape, I felt good, so I just kept going. It was nice to see the plans we had rolled out.” He 
was also involved in the creation of Incluzio, a big step for the company. “There are plenty of growth 
opportunities in the healthcare sector. But then you also have to develop into a super-specialist who does 
the work efficiently.” The internal merger of FFS and Breijer for him is a development which of course can 
count on his blessing. “More and more customers are ready to purchase an integrated service, a combination 
of all our specialties. But let it be clear that the specialisms remain important. Cleaning is a specialty, 
technical maintenance is a specialty, but the integrated offering of all these support services is also a 
specialism.” (See Exhibit 1). 
 
 
FACILICOM  
The Facilicom Group from Schiedam is one of the largest employers in the Netherlands5. Facilicom is in 
the top 20 in the list of largest employers in the Netherlands, among companies such as Shell, McDonald's 
and Philips. This standing is based on full-time job equivalents; Facilicom has many more people on the 
payroll than these companies, but a large part of the staff are part-timers. "Cleaners work an average of 14 
hours per week; catering employees 22 hours." The Facilicom Group is active in the following industries:  

1. Cleaning Industry – with Gom 
2. Security Business – with Trigion 
3. Building Maintenance - with Breijer / Facilicom Solutions 
4. Facility Management - with Facilicom Solutions 
5. Healthcare - with Incluzio 
6. Food and Beverage Industry - not active any longer since the merger with Albron has been 

terminated. Plans to re-enter the market in 2021 exists. 
 
Facilicom is an organization where process optimization flourishes in most of their activities. That means 
that they are depending on scaling because of the low margins. Facility services are mostly considered a 
cost instead of an added value to a business, although some change has been noticed in that perspective. 
But, perhaps because of the Covid-19 outbreak, no significant changes in pricing may arise. Looking at the 
consultancy and project management activities, another change is visible. Though tempted to charge by the 

 
5 https://www.ad.nl/rotterdam/facilicom-onopvallende-gigant~a6021006/ 
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hour, since that’s the game Facilicom normally plays, a change to a charge per project is seen. Objective 
per project is negotiated including the corresponding price. When the objective  of the project is reached 
the price is paid independent of the number of hours that Facilicom spent on the project. Facilicom sees this 
as a price for the total added-value provided to the business customer.  
 
 
HAPPY PEOPLE MAKE HAPPY PEOPLE 
The added value that Facilicom Group offers can be summarized in the mission defined in 2017: Working 
together on an inspiring living environment for everyone. This ‘Why’ 6gives a direction to the ambition to 
make the difference for their clients as a facilities service provider. Last year, they translated the mission 
into a theme that immediately conveys what they are committed to as a people-driven company: happiness 
at work. The mantra, Happy People Make Happy People, highlights that working together is the central 
theme in the commitment to creating an inspiring living environment for everyone. This is about the 
collaboration between Facilicom Group’s divisions. In particular, it is about Facilicom employees and 
clients (B2B) and customers of clients (B2B2C) working together. If employees clearly show that it is a 
pleasure to be at work, this has a positive impact on the pleasure, satisfaction and performance of the clients’ 
employees. This way, the service provision creates additional value to the core business of clients. Their 
2018 annual report sets out how happiness at work is developed. Facilities service provision is also shown 
as more than a commodity and a cost item. Happiness leads to better performance. This is clear from 
research. Employees who are feeling good about themselves feel more involved in the organization and 
perform better. This implies that happiness at work is good for the employees of Facilicom Group - and 
therefore also for the employees of their clients. The theme of happiness at work is not new to Facilicom 
Group, but was raised to a high priority last year. They used a range of initiatives to develop a culture that 
is structured around this theme. Managers put happiness at work on the agenda as a theme in performance 
assessments. Fifty employees were trained as ambassadors of happiness at work to further flesh out the 
mission. Various pilots are ongoing to enable employees to more independently decide on how to perform 
their work, for example by giving them the option of creating their own work schedules.  
 
Facilicom has noticed that the theme of happiness at work is very much a hot topic. It is something that is 
relevant to everything. In all activities that are performed - whether it is excellent cleaning, reliable security 
or good care - Facilicom wishes employees to experience intrinsic motivation and sufficient autonomy. In 
a large organization such as Facilicom, it of course takes a while before each employee experiences a 
cultural change at a personal level. Also, happiness at work does not simply pop up from one day to the 
next. It is a dot on the horizon that Facilicom is working hard to reach in the coming few years. Facilicom 
is convinced that this course and vision will differentiate them from others in the market.  
 
In the past year, Facilicom has not achieved their financial result targets. Most divisions have achieved their 
sales targets, but the overall profit of Facilicom Group has significantly lagged behind the overall target 
(See Exhibit 3). This was mainly due to some social challenges that have a high impact on Facilicom as a 
people company, such as increasing labor market scarcity, payroll costs and sick leave rates. 
 
 
FACILICOM STRATEGY 
The Facilicom mission statement is “Working together on an inspiring living environment for everyone”. 
The objective is: Creating a safe, healthy and inspiring environment where people feel most comfortable. 
An inspiring living environment goes beyond just clean, safe or hygienic. It is all of them combined 
together; an interplay. Working together is a crucial factor for the organization. They truly believe that this 
is the way to create maximum value for clients and end users. The four divisions work together to have a 

 
6 https://online.facilicom.nl/2018-annual-report/the-why-of-being-happy-at-work/ 
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positive impact on their living environment. The values and desires, and also demands that people and 
organizations have regarding their environment, change rapidly. This encourages Facilicom to innovate. 
Focusing on continuous improvement and anticipating market changes. Technology and creativity open up 
possibilities that were formerly perceived as unreachable. Facilicom feels that they can do more and do it 
better. Through innovation and creating new concepts in the market, they are able to contribute to creating 
an inspiring living environment (See Exhibit 4).  
 
Business continuity is extremely important, but Facilicom wants more, as shown in their mission statement. 
With the start of the new business, ‘Buitengewoon7’ (Extraordinary), they challenge barriers people 
experience to participation in the workforce in the Netherlands. Facilicom also does projects through the 
Facilicom Foundation. There are many vulnerable people in Dutch society, with a growing gap between 
people who have work and those who don’t. Facilicom wants to contribute to closing that gap by paying 
attention to others, attention to new possibilities and attention for everyone. Facilicom is a people-oriented 
business and underlines that with the tagline ‘Happy people make happy people’. For clients and their 
guests, but also for their own staff, they believe that if they are able to give the best of themselves, the 
organization as a whole will improve. This is translated into four strategic pillars:  

1. Operational Excellence 
2. Data Driven 
3. Market Focused 
4. New Ways of Organizing  

 
 
FACILICOM SUCCES STORIES 
Although the current market is commoditizing, throughout the years Facilicom found new opportunities. 
Their growth is realized both autonomously as well as through takeovers. The last decade witnessed some 
interesting additions to the organization’s portfolio. Most of these added businesses are specialists in their 
market. For example, Facilicom’s Security division took over Hoffmann, a company specialized in 
Company Fraud and Risk Management in 2011. This organization is an authority in the Netherlands. 
Another example is their Cleaning division. Kleentec was acquired in 2016 by Facilicom specializes in 
deep cleaning in the food sector. Again, this was an addition of a specialist in that sector and a perfect 
addition to their primary activity: office cleaning. More recently, Facilicom added the company Synorga to 
their portfolio. Core activities are advice on construction, maintenance and inspections and management of 
electrical and security installations. These activities filled the gap that Facilicom experienced in the 
electrical field of their Building Maintenance division. With this acquisition, they confirmed their further 
strategic intentions by investing in integrated solutions and continuing to grow in specialized areas.  
 
 
INTERVIEW CEO GERT VAN DE LAAR IN DUTCH NEWSPAPER 
Gert van de Laar seemingly effortlessly sums up the facts8. With his white hair and dark glasses, impeccably 
dressed in a dark suit with a diamond pattern and a brown-orange tie, he is reminiscent of Willem Reimers, 
the distinguished hotel advisor and TV personality who rescues catering establishments that have fallen 
into a slump. Coincidence or not, Van de Laar attended the Hoge Hotelschool in Maastricht. He then chose 
another direction, although his heart still beats for hotels.  
 
The CEO of Facilicom is jealous of directors who are good at names, he says. He lacks that talent of 
remembering names but Van der Laar notes, “I remember beautiful stories always”. That's what he does. 
He calls it “managing by walking around”; stepping into an office or building and asking how it is going. 

 
7 https://wijzijnbuitengewoon.nl/home 
8 https://www.ad.nl/rotterdam/facilicom-onopvallende-gigant~a6021006/ 
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“Most employees don't recognize me," he notes. With that advantage, they talk freely to him. Those 
conversations can initiate change in the company. For example, a new scheduling system is now being 
developed at Trigion, whereby security guards schedule themselves when they work. This project was 
initiated because Van de Laar was told that the guards were dissatisfied with the division of tasks. "It is 
already irregular work, with many changes in the schedule, for example, because of sick colleagues, which 
leads to frustration. If the test succeeds, the security guards will be allowed to indicate when they want to 
work and if they have to swap, they can arrange that by themselves.” He hopes that it will succeed: “That 
responsibility gives much less irritation than always hearing from above when you have to work”. 
 
Geert van de Laar took up the position of General Manager of Facilicom in 2016. He has been working at 
Facilicom for over 25 years. "Every five years in a different position." After the Hoge Hotelschool, he 
started as Facility Manager in the Bergweg Hospital in Rotterdam, and then moved to Facilicom to work 
as District Director of South Netherlands. He then become General Manager of Gom and Trigion and that 
has led to his view of Facilicom. The resident of Zwijndrecht calls himself the living example of what is 
possible with a career within a cleaning company. “My aspiration and ambition is to become a government 
Minister in the future but of course currently I have a very nice job." In the 1990s, when he talked about 
his "early years", he was in his hometown Zwijndrecht, a city councilor for the VVD. If he has to name a 
Ministry, he would choose Social Affairs and Employment. “It is nice to switch from a people business to 
public affairs. Or a ministry with the focus on everything that moves people.'' 
 
He is “quite ambitious” and likes the idea of being “the first non-family member” at the top at  Facilicom. 
The family watches in the background, and until recently, Johan Geurtz visited the head office in Schiedam 
weekly. Van de Laar says he likes those critical inspections because it keeps him sharp. “I have to be well 
prepared when I speak to them, because they know what they are talking about. One example is the low 
profits of recent years. Our industry is the last to benefit from an improving economy. But within this family 
business there is an eye for the long-term”.  He adds, “Fortunately, this is not a listed company, where the 
issue of the day rules”. Van de Laar does not rule out the possibility of a family member sitting in his chair 
again in the future. “The next generation is ready. Three out of the five boys are still studying and two 
started their first jobs to gain experience elsewhere. But I don’t yet have a role in preparing them for a 
career at Facilicom”. 
 
First, Van de Laar has another job to do, because Facilicom, under his leadership is setting a new course. 
The company should make themselves more visible. The 32,000 cleaners, the catering staff and security 
guards must show themselves more. “Too often they are considered as a cost item”, says Van de Laar. “Too 
often it's about how it can be cheaper. It is not enough about the value they deliver to companies.” He 
speaks about the research that his company has done together with the University of Wageningen. It shows 
that labor productivity in the offices of benefits organization Uitvoeringsinstituut 
Werknemersverzekeringen9 (UWV) rose by 4 percent after the company restaurant had a new homey 
interior (flowers on the table, background music and LED candles instead of fluorescent lighting), when a 
little more work was done in the toilets (odor mats at the urinals) and when the Facilicom people presented 
themselves as hosts and hostesses. "Looking at people and smiling already does a lot. How much? From  
recent research with 7,000 employees at the UWV, it became clear that productivity increased by 4 percent, 
saving 280 jobs. The staff learn this new philosophy in their regular training: head up, eye contact and 
smile! This will make it easier for them to be accessible to people who have questions or comments about 
their cleaning, making solutions to problems easier.” If it is up to Van de Laar, the cleaners would no longer 
do their work early in the morning or late at night when the buildings are empty, but during the day. "We 

 
9 UWV (Employee Insurance Agency) is an autonomous administrative authority (ZBO) and is commissioned by the 
Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (SZW) to implement employee insurances and provide labor market and 
data services. 
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want our customers to see what we do; with a smile, because happy people make happy people." This is the 
company's slogan. It is written on the bottles of water that visitors at the head office receive upon departure. 
That approach works at Pathé's cinemas, he says. "The cleaners function as extra hostesses and hosts. They 
add to the experience.'' According to the man who once himself attended the High Hotel School, “Whether 
the cinema audience makes less mess because they see our people at work, depends also very much on the 
film.” In offices, they are hesitant about cleaners in the middle of the day, he notes, because employees may 
need to get away from their desks. "How long will that be? Five minutes at most; nice for a walk to the 
coffee machine or a consult with a colleague. We have quiet vacuum cleaners." Fears that they will keep 
everyone from their work with a chat are not founded: “Cleaners are professionals, they have to do their 
job within a certain period of time''. 
 
Is Facilicom cleaning seen as a cost item? Certainly the cleaning industry is often in the news because, 
according to the unions, the staff get very little time for the work they have to do. But Van der Laar refers 
to the long-term employment contracts, which, he says, characterize Facilicom. Van de Laar speaks about 
the “home feeling”. "That is important for the employee, but also for the company. Especially in this time 
of labor shortage. We have five to six hundred vacancies. We recruit what we can; for students we have 
internships and traineeships and even for young people, from Rotterdam, job guarantees. Every year there 
is a big party, the Jubilee event. This year's was two weeks ago in the Beatrix Theater in Utrecht. Four 
hundred and sixty-one people were called to the podium because they were employed for 12.5 years, 105 
employees celebrated 25 years employment and 31 employees even completed their 40th year. This summer 
Facilicom launched the social enterprise Buitengewoon (Extraordinary), for those people with an 
educational disadvantage, debts or a disability. It offers training and a job guarantee. Most of the staff comes 
in through word of mouth. They might know a cousin and tell them to apply, or they recommend an 
acquaintance.” 
 
According to Van de Laar, the art of work in facility services is to deliver quality in as little time as possible. 
Facilicom is therefore looking for (high) technology solutions. Here Facilicom benefits from its size and 
variety of business activities, he says. “We use sensors a lot for security purpose in buildings. But we can 
also check how often a space is used. This helps with determining how intensively something needs to be 
cleaned. If I don't come in for a day, they are allowed to skip cleaning my office.” He is eager to travel to 
the various branches in the country and does so often. Weekends, he usually spends on the water in Zeeland, 
in a sailboat. But since two years ago, he enjoys a motorboat in Friesland with his partner. They have lived 
together for thirty years. With twinkling eyes, he says, “Here is also a long-term collaboration." They don't 
have children. Their holidays are spent sailing through the Netherlands. "Nothing is more beautiful. 
 
Now back to the technology of the future. The sensors from the security business now also facilitate 
cleaning work, and can even be a solution in healthcare where 'we have to do more with fewer people'. The 
sensors may be applied in houses of elderly people who live independently but have difficulty walking. If 
something seems wrong, the sensor sees it and we come to help.'' He also mentions nanotechnology, which 
makes surfaces, such as windows and desktops, so smooth that dirt does not adhere to them. A robot vacuum 
cleaner at the office? Van de Laar notes, “That will not happen. The spaces are too big, and there is too 
much furniture. Facilicom-services will never become fully automated. Not in ten years' time and it may 
not even be in twenty years. Cleaners, catering staff, security guards and healthcare staff remain necessary.  
 
Although we see in our branches that more and more can be done remotely with cameras and sensors, work 
for ‘real’ people is always required. Hotel and office receptions could be fully robotized with current tech 
capabilities; just check in by computer. But still it is more pleasant to come in if someone personally 
welcomes you. It is all about the first impression which is decisive”. 
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JEROEN VAN DER BRUGGE – FROM MANAGEMENT TO ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
After graduation, Van der Brugge started his career in Banking and Insurance as a consultant. That 
experience proved to be valuable as he learned that advising clients is what he really liked to do. During 
his time in the industry he realized that he wanted to explore his competence in a different environment. 
So, after a few years he moved to the recruitment business where he initially worked as a consultant and 
then moved up to the role of managing consultant. There he guided a team of 20 professionals which 
recruited (senior) for management roles in organizations. In that time, he also started his Master’s in Change 
and Culture, which gave him a more in depth perspective of how people move and act around change and 
its impact on business. As a result of that new insight, he moved to Facilicom Group and started as a 
Management Development Manager, responsible for both personal and team development: from leading 
the Management Trainee program to assisting Management Teams.  
 
The challenges individuals and teams faced made him more curious towards the context where they operate. 
What was the influence of the context on the ambition to grow? Since Facilicom Group did not have an 
organizational development department, he took initiative and created one by making clear what added 
value that would bring to Facilicom. Although the CEO hesitated at first, they made a deal and he requested 
that Van der Brugge would consult him regarding assignments, but also on topics less visible to him. 
 
Today Van der Brugge operates on the dividing line between strategy and culture, with a strong change 
management component. As Organizational Development Director, Van der Brugge reports directly to the 
CEO and is consulted by all divisions in the group, including Belgium and UK. The primary task is to assist 
in strategic challenges and in change management projects; from revitalizing current businesses to helping 
build new business opportunities.  
 
Van der Brugge: “’Nothing is impossible’ is a slogan I really can relate to. I enjoy working on challenging 
projects with a team and feel comfortable in highly complex and dynamic business environments. I like to 
look at these challenges from different perspectives and am curious towards the views of people around 
me. If someone says a challenge is too hard or cannot be done, then I am immediately attracted, which is 
not always a good thing. My personal ambition is to help businesses (like Facilicom Group) develop by 
presenting organizations several scenarios regarding the challenges they face. I look at today as a starting 
point to build the future”.  
 
 
CONCLUSION - EPILOQUE 
Building new business for an established organization is not an easy road. Van der Brugge knows this. 
Many consulting companies have come up with theoretical suggestions as to how organizations could be 
successful in corporate entrepreneurship. For example, MIT Sloan Management10 (See Exhibit 5). Such 
information is easy to find but to implement it in his strategy proposal is something else. He decides to also 
read the latest report of the International Service System (ISS) about the future of Work, Workforce and 
Workplace11 (See Exhibit 6 and 7). Perhaps this will stimulate his creativity. 
 
New business creation requires a completely different paradigm. Like the approach of Steve Jobs of Apple, 
it was not the result of market research that created the iPhone. Predominately, it was the creative brain of 
Jobs himself that contributed to their huge success. Van der Brugge knows that he is not the Steve Jobs of 
Facilicom, but on the other hand he will have to be inventive and creative to find and develop a really new 
business for Facilicom. It is his responsibility. 
 

 
10 https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/the-four-models-of-corporate-entrepreneurship 
11 https://www.servicefutures.com/iss-vision-2020-capstone-future-of-work-workforce-workplace 
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Should he build on the Incluzio success to find the untapped opportunities? Or are other strategies a more 
effective way to grow the business… 
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Exhibit 1: TIMELINE 50 Years Facilicom12 
  

1966 
The Buildings Maintenance Company (GUM) starts on January 1, 1966 

With one customer (Rotterdam Municipal Works), 400 employees and a turnover of 
approximately 2 million guilders. 

1974 
Start of Gom Belgium. The first customer is Ford Tractor in Antwerp. 

Meanwhile Facilicom Belgium has over 4,000 employees and supplies a complete and 
integrated product of soft and hard facilities 

1979 
Establishment of Gom Security Services, later renamed PreNed, nowadays Trigion 
 From nothing to become the leading security company of the Netherlands. 

1982 
Management and staff of headquarters and all companies and divisions are brought 
together in the umbrella organization Gom  
Business Services for Buildings. 

1983 
Large breweries are looking for a partner to clean pipes of their beer installations 

Gom immediately says yes. Soon Tapwacht drives with forty cars throughout the 
Netherlands. 

1986 

Canteens become company restaurants and those services are increasingly being 
outsourced.  

Prorest Catering is founded and quickly grows into the fifth caterer in the Netherlands. 

1986 

With the takeover of Rotterdam Breijer Facilcon goes into get construction, installation and 
maintenance 

First director was Hans Gennissen, now President of Facilicom, then fresh from the 
university 

1989 
From Belgium, the step is taken to France with the establishment of Gom Enterprise de 
Nettoyage sarl in Lille. 

 Facilicom France is based in Paris and has around 3,000 employees 

1995 

The Personnel Services division first mainly supplies temporary workers for the sister 
divisions.  

Intergom later developed under the name Axxicom into a provider of health care support 

1995 
There is an increasing demand for facility management and multiservices. 

(Facilicom) Facility Solutions responds to this and goes one step further, especially for that 
time,  to offer main contracting. 

1996 
Only the cleaning company still uses the name Gom.  

The umbrella company will be renamed: Facilicom, acombination of 'facilitating 
combination'. 

2003 Facilicom acquires the London cleaning company Permaclean, later renamed Facilicom 
Cleaning Services.  

 
12 https://facilitaironline.nl/artikel/timeline-50-jaar-facilicom 
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It is the start from Facilicom UK, now also active in security, with over 3,000 employees 

2005 
Falck Security is acquired and merged with PreNed. 
Together they form a security company with a whole new one élan: Trigion. 

2006 
Facilicom exists for 40 years and moves to a new headoffice in Schiedam. 
Developed by their own companies and a showcase for THE facility officebuilding 

2014 
With the launch of Incluzio Facilcom becomes active in healthcare. 

The company is separate from the facility activities and must grow to an important second 
pillar under the parent company. 
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EXHIBIT 2: TIMELINE INCLUZIO13 
 

2019 
nov-07 Collaboration between Incluzio and Amaryllis in Leeuwarden 
jun-05 24/7 access to mental health care and elderly care 
jan-15 Family Home set up by Incluzio Hollands Kroon 
jan-02 Incluzio Leiderdorp has started 

2018 
nov-08 Incluzio Leiderdorp meets residents 
aug-02 Incluzio in Leiderdorp as of 2019 responsible for basic social support 

2017 

nov-17 New-style help in the household: not only cleaning, but also a signaling function 
nov-02 New neighborhood aid bridges the gap between help and care at home 
sep-04 Schools and district teams expand cooperation 
jul-13 Family and district team successfully work together in general practice centre Breezand 

2016 

aug-31 Incluzio Hollands Kroon is coming to you! 
mrt-16 Facilicom with Compartijn active in elderly care 
mrt-04 Axxicom ensures continuity of care for TSN customers 

feb-24 Facilicom, Incluzio and Radar come up with an integrated concept for housing permit/status 
holders 

feb-03 Collaboration Magis and Van der Tol gives boost to social return 
jan-25 ZorgCentrale.nl takes over Erasmusbrug Zorglijn 

2015 

dec-21 Axxicom now also a domestic help provider for Maassluis, Schiedam and Vlaardingen 
dec-17 De ZorgCentrale.nl relieves Respect Zorggroep 
dec-17 Axxicom new provider of care at home in Amstelveen and Aalsmeer 
okt-16 Incluzio wants to give Soestdijk Palace back to the people 
jul-16 Cooperation Axxicom and ISD Brabantse Wal creates SROI jobs in region Bergse 
jun-09 Radar Performance and Incluzio extend successful collaboration 
mrt-26 Humanitas and De ZorgCentrale.nl join forces 
jan-27 Axxicom certified as a social entrepreneur 
2014 

dec-18 Leidse Regio Municipalities sign contract customized home care Support and General  home 
care provision with Axxicom Home Care 

dec-18 Municipality of Zwolle signs contract Services in and at Home with Axxicom Home Help 
dec-18 Municipality of Almere signs Individual Support contract with Axxicom Home Help 
dec-04 Stichting ATA and De ZorgCentrale.nl enter into a partnership 
nov-25 Thirteen municipalities and clusters sign contract with Axxicom Home Care 

 
13 https://www.incluzio.nl/onze-ontwikkelingen/nieuws 
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nov-24  Municipalities within cluster Peel 6.1 sign Domestic Support contract with Axxicom Home 
Care 

nov-24  Municipalities of West Brabant extend home help contract with Axxicom Home Care 
nov-24  Municipality in the Noord Veluwe region signs WMO 2015 contract with Axxicom Home Care 

nov-24  Municipalities of Westland and Midden-Delfland sign Domestic Help contract with Axxicom 
Home Care 

nov-24  Municipalities in the Haarlemmermeer region sign WMO contract with Axxicom Home Care 

nov-24  The municipalities of Veenendaal and Renswoude have signed the Wmo Support Tasks 
contract with Axxicom Home Care 

nov-24  Municipality of Venlo signs Access and Basic Support contract with Axxicom Home Care 

nov-24  Municipalities of Achtkarspelen and Tytsjerksteradiel sign contract for customized WMO 
facilities with Axxicom Home Care 

okt-08  Employment project Mariahoeve Works! officially launched 
aug-21  Primary care future-proof by walk-in centers 
feb-14  Axxicom Home Care takes over WMO activities from Haaglanden Residential Care Centers 
jan-15  Facilicom invests heavily in healthcare and welfare sector with new Incluzio division 
jan-02  Persons in need in Zaanstreek-Waterland can call on Axxicom 
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EXHIBIT 3: KEY FIGURES FACILICOM ANNUAL REPORT 201814 
 
 

  

 
14 Facilicom Group | 2018 Annual Report 
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EXHIBIT 3.1: CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT15 
 

  

 
15 Annual Financial Statements - Facilicom Group | 2019 Annual Report 
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EXHIBIT 3.2: CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT 
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EXHIBIT 3.3: CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET - BEFORE PROFIT APPROPRIATION 
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EXHIBIT 4: FACILICOM VALUES16 

  

 
16 Facilicom Internal Sources 
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EXHIBIT 5: FOUR MODELS OF CORPORATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP17 

  

 
17 https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/the-four-models-of-corporate-entrepreneurship 
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EXHIBIT 6: RECOMMENDATIONS FM AND SERVICES INDUSTRY ISS 2020 VISION STUDY18 

 
• Promote convergence on regulations and seek avenues for creating voluntarily developed 

regulations and standards with relevant regional and global associations. 
• Monitor the latest science on sustainability challenges for evidence that will force politicians to 

act faster than anticipated. 
• Monitor technologies’ impact on the development of work and work processes. New trends will 

impact building design and requirements for FM and services. 
• Look beyond corporate boundaries and examine how buyers and suppliers can improve their 

sustainability and innovation capabilities along the value chain. 
• Encourage more sustainable business practices by motivating employees to live closer to their 

workplace and provide remote office technologies where applicable. 
• Identify ways to improve data usage for supporting sustainability goals through improved facility 

design and better workspace usage. 
• Integrated services providers can use their position to assist customers in identifying partners 

that can share resources and find collaborative uses for byproducts in their business 
processes. 

• Data collection, storage and analysis will become critical features of the FM and services 
industry, leading to new business models. Those companies which can best analyze their data 
will gain competitive advantages. 

• Develop with customers scalable recycling policies for synthetic products and composting 
plans for bio-based products. These policies should be sensitive to fluctuations in oil prices and 
the introduction of carbon taxation. 

• The global FM and services industry will have a central role in helping people adapt to the 
effects of greater pollution and climate change in high-, middle- and low-income countries. 

• As vector-borne illnesses spread to regions where they were once eradicated, demand for new 
building designs and innovative add-ons to existing infrastructure will increase (for example, 
retrofitting buildings in Europe and cooler climates with air conditioning systems and screens 
on windows). 

• The FM and services providers should develop transition plans for the integration of renewable 
materials in the supply chain. 

• Customers need common standards to make informed decisions. Co-ordinate the development 
of ratings and communication standards that ensure the development of consistent 
performance and a culture of sustainability throughout the industry. 

• Engage with non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and major customers to anticipate new 
demands in terms of the quality and safety of FM and services industry offerings from quasi-
regulators and the general public. 

• Employ environmental scanning to monitor the emergence of new technologies and production 
techniques that could circumvent standard FM and services industry practices. 

 
18 https://www.servicefutures.com/iss-vision-2020-capstone-future-of-work-workforce-workplace 
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EXHIBIT 7: ISS SCENARIO 2020 GRID19 
 
 

  

 
19 https://www.servicefutures.com/iss-vision-2020-capstone-future-of-work-workforce-workplace 


